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Introduction: The slow transformation of new research findings into clinical guidelines is a barrier to

providing evidence-based care. The Caring for Australians and New Zealanders with Kidney Impairment

(CARI) guidelines are developing models to improve guideline production, one methodology involves

more functional concordance between trial groups, such as the Australian Kidney Trials Network (AKTN)

and CARI. The objective of this project was to rapidly produce an evidence-based guideline on urate-

lowering therapy in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD), in response to new clinical trial publica-

tions on the topic by the AKTN.

Methods: To produce a guideline as rapidly as possible, an existing systematic review was utilized as the

evidence base, and then updated with the inclusion of clinical trials that had been published subsequently.

A Work Group was convened to review the evidence and compose an appropriate guideline using CARI/

GRADE methodology. The group met 3 times over 45 days to formulate the guideline.

Results: The result was a strong recommendation against the use urate-lowering therapies in individuals

with CKD (not receiving dialysis) and asymptomatic hyperuricemia. The process of identifying an

appropriate existing systematic review, updating the literature search, and synthesizing the evidence,

was done by 2 individuals over 15 days. The Work Group was formulated and composed the guideline

over 45 days. In all, a new guideline incorporating the most up-to-date evidence was formulated in 60

days.

Conclusion: This method of guideline development represents a potentially new way of releasing guide-

lines that encapsulates all available evidence in a time-efficient manner.
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INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that 40,000 new clinical trials and sys-
tematic reviews are published every year, and this
number is only growing.1 Current methods of guideline
development are time and labor intensive, and they are
not keeping up with rapidly expanding medical liter-
ature2; it currently takes an average of 17 years for
clinical research to be translated into guidelines and
2563
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GUIDELINES IK Stanley et al.: Rapid Development of Guidelines
subsequently adapted into practice.3 CKD represents a
major public health concern, and key to slowing dis-
ease progression is the timely application of appro-
priate medical therapies, which can attenuate decline in
kidney function.4,5 The current lag in the dissemina-
tion of new research findings and their subsequent
implementation into practice hinders clinicians’ abili-
ties to do this.6

Serum urate levels are known to be increased in the
presence of reduced glomerular filtration and therefore
reduced urate excretion.7 Elevated serum urate, without
symptoms (asymptomatic hyperuricemia) has been
associated with more rapid progression of CKD7 and
worse outcomes including kidney failure, cardiovascu-
lar events, anddeath.8,9 Nevertheless, the causal role that
elevated serum urate levels may have in relation to CKD
progression, and the effect that urate-lowering therapies
mayhave on slowing CKDprogression remained unclear.
To address this clinical question theAKTNpublished the
Controlled trial of slowing of kidney disease progression
from the inhibition of xanthine oxidase. This large,
randomized placebo-controlled trial aimed to evaluate
the impact of allopurinol therapy on kidney function in
participants with CKD stage 3 to 4 over 24 months.10 To
support clinical decision making regarding the role of
urate-lowering therapy in preventing CKD progression,
the decision was made to create an updated guideline on
serum urate lowering therapies in CKD in collaboration
withAKTNandCARI guideline developers in June 2021.
Relevant historical guidelines, such as the 2012 CARI
guideline on early CKD, recommend against the use of
urate-lowering therapy for patientswith CKD stage 1 to 3
and asymptomatic hyperuricemia.11 The updated
guideline’s developmentwas to pilot a newmethodology
focusing on reducing development time, with the
Controlled trial of slowing of kidney disease progression
from the inhibition of xanthine oxidase trial (published
in 2020) triggering the update to demonstrate a proof-of-
concept model of updating clinical practice guidelines
rapidly in response to newly published clinical trials. To
do this, we aimed to identify an existing systematic re-
view and meta-analysis, update this with results of
recently published clinical trials, and produce an
updated guideline within 60 days. This time frame was
an internal target, rationalized on the basis of the number
of personnel available, the release date of the most up-to-
date comprehensive literature review, and expected time
frames for each stage’s completion.
METHODS

An overview of the guideline’s development methods
is detailed in Figure 1.
2564
Evidence Review

This guideline’s development methodology focused on
optimizing processes to synthesize evidence rapidly. Two
reviewers (IKS and DJT) located, analyzed, and synthe-
sized appropriate evidence for the guideline over 15 days.
To achieve this work in this time frame, a published
systematic review and meta-analysis was located to serve
as the underlying evidence base for the guideline. A re-
view by Chen et al.12 was identified by AKTN and CARI
Guidelines which fulfilled the following criteria:

� Appropriate criteria (Population: included people
with CKD; Intervention: urate-lowering therapy;
Comparator: placebo and/or standard of care; Out-
comes: clinical outcomes i.e., death, cardiovascular
events, kidney failure, adverse events; Methods:
randomized controlled trial)

� Published within the last year
� A full search strategy reported
� Characteristics of included studies detailed in the
review

� Risk of Bias assessment with relevant critical
appraisal tool (i.e., Cochrane Risk of Bias) undertaken
and reported for all included studies

� Meta-analysis undertaken with appropriate statistical
methods and forest plots reported
Chen et al.12 compared the effects of urate-lowering

therapies on cardiovascular and kidney outcomes. See
Supplementary Table S1 for the critical appraisal using
AMSTAR2 of Chen et al.12,13 The review included a
total of 28 randomized controlled trials which were
screened by 2 reviewers (IKS and DJT) to assess their
relevance for inclusion in the guideline’s development
according to the following criteria:

� At least 66% of study participants with CKD
� Evaluating any urate-lowering therapy
� Compared with placebo, no therapy, or standard of
care

� Duration over 6 months
� Reporting on major adverse cardiovascular events
(MACEs), death, kidney failure, or side effects of
therapy

Studies which did not meet these criteria were not
considered for the guideline. Any differences between
reviewers were resolved through discussion. In July
2021 the search from Chen et al.12 was rerun in
Cochrane Central, MEDLINE and Embase, to capture
any relevant studies published since the review’s
search date of June 2020 (see Supplementary Table S2
for search strategy). The identified citations’ titles,
abstracts and full texts were screened for relevance in
the guideline by the reviewers and any differences
were resolved through consensus.
Kidney International Reports (2022) 7, 2563–2574



Figure 1. Timeline of guideline development process
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To fully utilize this review and maximize time sav-
ings, CARI contacted the review’s authors and were
granted access to raw extracted data for further anal-
ysis and assessment. The primary outcomes from Chen
et al.12 were death, MACE, kidney failure, and side
effects. Outcomes from the additional studies identified
in the updated literature search were pooled with the
results from Chen et al.12 to form the basis of the
guideline evidence review. All analyses were con-
ducted using Review Manager (RevMan) version 5.414

and meta-regression and publication bias assessed us-
ing R (4.2.1).15

Work Group Guideline Development

After the process of data synthesis was completed, a
Work Group was convened to review the updated
evidence and formulate the guideline. This group met
3 times to discuss the findings of the evidence review
and write guideline recommendations over 45 days.
The Work Group included relevant expertise such as
nephrologists, rheumatologists, guideline methodolo-
gists, a pharmacist, and consumers. Members who had
been involved with the 2012 CARI Guideline on the
management of early CKD were invited and an
expression of interest was circulate via Australian and
New Zealand Society of Nephrology, and Renal Society
of Australasia. Before the convening of the Work
Group, all potential members were required to com-
plete conflict of interest disclosure forms. Conflicts
were managed and reported in accordance with the
National Health and medical Research Council rec-
ommendations on identifying and managing conflicts
of interest.16 Relevant and ongoing conflicts were
identified and disclosed, where relevant the Work
Kidney International Reports (2022) 7, 2563–2574
Group member did not participate in formation of
recommendations.

Consideration was given to patient preferences and
values regarding the benefits and harms of therapy
throughout the guideline development process. Two of
the Work Group members (both listed as coauthors)
were consumers with CKD and experiences of using
serum-urate lowering medication, 1 from Aotearoa New
Zealand and 1 from Australia, who provided insights
into the lived experience of CKD and advised on patient
important factors, such as cost. Published scientific
literature on the values and preferences of patients
prescribed urate-lowering therapy were identified,
reviewed and considered in the development of the
guideline recommendations.17

The certainty of the evidence was assessed inde-
pendently by 2 authors (IKS and DJT) using GRADE18

and summary of findings tables developed using
GRADEpro.19 The Work Group utilized the GRADE
evidence to decision framework while developing the
guideline, which supports evidence-based decision
making for guidelines in a transparent and structured
way.20 The framework considers criteria such as the
balance of benefits and harms, the certainty of evi-
dence, costs, feasibility, and potential outcomes of
different options. Cost and feasibility considerations
were discussed within the Work Group, including the
availability of therapies under the Australian Pharma-
ceutical Benefits Scheme or the New Zealand Pharmac,
and the subsequent out of pocket costs for patients.
Evaluation of equity was also to be considered in the
guideline’s development; the GRADE equity frame-
work was utilized along with the PROGRESS PLUS
checklist to assist this assessment.21,22 This framework
2565
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considered equity characteristics which may stratify
health outcomes including race and ethnicity, place of
residence, socioeconomic status, and gender.

RESULTS

Findings of the Evidence Review

The updated literature search resulted in a total of 19
studies for consideration in the guideline.10,23–40 Prisma
diagram of included studies is shown in Figure 2.

The characteristics of studies included in the
guideline are shown in Table 1. Of the 19 studies
considered in the guideline, 9 examined febuxostat
compared with placebo, standard of care, or no therapy
(1 study also with verinurad) at an average dosage of 40
mg per day and up to 80 mg per day, with an obser-
vational period of 24 weeks to 24 months. Eight studies
compared allopurinol with placebo, standard of care or
no therapy at dosages between 100 and 400 mg per day
and observed from 6 months to 36 months. In addition,
1 study of topiroxostat and 1 study of pegloticase were
identified and considered. The randomized controlled
trials included participants of mean age of 60.4 (�9.5)
years old, with stage 1 to 4 CKD (mean estimated
glomerular filtration rate [eGFR] 49.66 � 17.89 ml/min
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least 66% of participants having CKD.
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per 1.73 m2), and mean serum urate level of 7.96
(�1.12) mg/dl. The median trial duration was 44 weeks
and the mean was 67 weeks.

The findings of the updated literature review are
summarized in Table 2. Compared with placebo, no
therapy or standard of care, urate-lowering therapy
probably had little or no effect on MACE and adverse
events and may have had little or no effects on death
and kidney failure. Nevertheless, urate-lowering ther-
apy probably reduced the incidence of gout attacks and
may have slightly improved annual eGFR change and
blood pressure.
Work Group Meetings

During the first of the Work Group’s meetings, CARI
Guideline members reported the characteristics of
included studies and discussed their appropriateness
for consideration in the guideline’s development.
Updated results of the primary outcomes from Chen
et al12 (death, MACE, kidney failure, side effects) were
reported to the Work Group (Figure 3). Clinicians and
consumers in the Work Group discussed which addi-
tional outcomes were important for clinical decision
making. These included the following:
 of new studies via databases and registers

Records removed before 
screening:

Duplicate records removed 
(n = 37)

Records excluded
(n = 98)

val Reports not retrieved
Non English (n = 1)

ibility Reports excluded:
Wrong study design (n = 23)
Wrong patient population (n 
=5)
Already included (n=4)
Wrong intervention (n = 2)
Ongoing studies (n=3)eview

review

atic review because of not fulfilling guideline inclusion criteria of at
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Table 1. Characteristic of included studies

Study Inclusion criteria
No (% with

CKD) Treatment Follow up

Beddhu et al.23 Diabetes, eGFR 30 to 60 ml/min/m2 or >60 ml/min/m2 with proteinuria or
albuminuria. Serum urate $5.5 mg/dl in men and $4.6 mg/dl in women with

no history of gout

80 (100) Febuxostat 80 mg/d 24 wk

FEATHER40 CKD stage 3, serum urate 7-10 mg/dl with no history of gout 441 (100) Febuxostat 10-40 mg/d 108 wk

FREED39 Serum urate 7-9 mg/dl and 1 risk factor for cerebral or cardio-renovascular
disease (such as eGFR 30-60 ml/min/m2) and no symptomatic gout within the

last year

1070 (66) Febuxostat 10-40 mg/d 36 mo

Goicoechea et al.25 eGFR 15-60 ml/min/m2 and serum urate $6 mg/dl 113 (100) Allopurinol 100 mg/d 84 mo

Golmohammadi
et al.24

eGFR 15-60 ml/min/m2, and serum urate $6 mg/dl with no history of gout 196 (100) Allopurinol 100 mg/d 12 mo

Kao et al.26 CKD stage 3 with left ventricular hypertrophy. Mean serum urate was 0.43
mmol/l

53 (100) Allopurinol 300 mg/d 9 mo

Liu et al.27 Diabetic nephropathy (mean eGFR 90 ml/min/m2), serum urate 7–8 mg/dl 152 (100) Allopurinol initially 100 mg/d and adjusted per
response

3 yr

Mukri et al.28 Diabetic nephropathy CKD stage 3–4 and asymptomatic hyperuricemia $400
mmol/l

93 (100) Febuxostat 40 mg/d 6 mo

PERL29 Type 1 diabetes and eGFR 40-99.9 ml/min/m2, serum urate 4.5 mg/dl 530 (100) Allopurinol 100–400 mg/d 164 wk

CKD-FIX10 CKD stage 3-4 with no history of gout. No specific urate level inclusion criteria
(mean 8.2 mg/dl)

369 (100) Allopurinol 100–300 mg/d 104 wk

Saag et al.30 eGFR 15–50 ml/min/m2, serum urate $7 mg/dl with a history of gout (but no
tophaceous gout)

95 (100) Febuxostat 30 mg twice daily or 40–80 mg/daily 12 mo

Shi et al.32 Nephropathy with eGFR $30 ml/min/m2, urate $7 in men or $6 mg/dl in
women

40 Allopurinol 100–300 mg/d 6 mo

Sircar et al.33 eGFR 15–60 ml/min/m2, serum urate $7 mg/dl with no history of gout 93 (100) Febuxostat 40 mg/d 6 mo

Siu et al.31 Kidney disease as proteinuria >0.5g or SCr >1.53 mg/dl and serum
urate $7.60 mg/dl

50 (100) Allopurinol 100–300 mg/d 12 mo

Stack et al.34 eGFR >30 ml/min/m2 and serum uric acid >6 mg/dl with no history of gout 60 Febuxostat 80 mg/d with Verinurad 9 mg 12 wk

UPWARD35 Diabetic kidney disease, eGFR$30 ml/min/m2, gout or hyperuricemia included 65 (100) Topiroxostat 40–160 mg/d 28 wk

Wen et al.36 Diabetic kidney disease eGFR 30-59 ml/min/m2, serum urate >6 mg/dl 65 (100) Febuxostat 20-60 mg/d 24 wk

Yood et al.37 CKD stage 3–4, serum urate $8 mg/dl and symptomatic gout 103 (100) Pegloticase 8 mg every 2–4 weeks 86 wk

Dalbeth et al.38 Serum urate $7 mg/dl and a history of gout 314 (72) Febuxostat 40–80 mg/d 24 mo

CKD-FIX 2020, controlled trial of slowing of kidney disease progression from the inhibition of xanthine oxidase; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; FREED 2019, Febuxostat for
cerebral and caRdiorenovascular Events PrEvEntion StuDy; FEATHER 2018, Febuxostat versus Placebo Randomized Controlled Trial Regarding Reduced Renal Function in Patients With
Hyperuricemia Complicated by Chronic Kidney Disease Stage 3; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1C; PERL, preventing early renal function loss; UPWARD 2018, uric acid-lowering and reno-
protective effects of topiroxostat, a selective xanthine oxidoreductase inhibitor, in patients with diabetic nephropathy and hyperuricemia: a randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled, parallel-group study.

IK Stanley et al.: Rapid Development of Guidelines GUIDELINES
� eGFR change
� Incidence of gout flares
� A breakdown of specific side effects (particularly skin
reactions and liver function)
And important covariates requiring sensitivity

analysis to explore heterogeneity were identified as:

� Urate-lowering agent used (allopurinol, febuxostat, or
other)

� Duration of study (<12 months or >12 months)
� Study gender composition (40%–60% male or >60%
male)

� Whether the study population excluded participants
with a history of gout

� The proportion of people with CKD in the included
studies

� Baseline eGFR
� Baseline serum urate and exclusion of studies without
hyperuricemia

� PROGRESS PLUS characteristics
After this first meeting, 25 days were allocated for

the CARI Guidelines (IKS and DJT) to carry out the
Kidney International Reports (2022) 7, 2563–2574
relevant action points, extracting additional outcomes
and performing sensitivity analyses. Presence of hy-
peruricemia, gout exclusion, and trial duration sub-
group analyses, and eGFR and serum urate sensitivity
analyses are provided in Supplementary Figures S1 and
S2 (most of these outcomes had <10 studies thus are
hypothesis generating). Following completion of these,
the second Work Group meeting was held, during
which the additional extracted outcomes and the re-
sults of sensitivity analyses results were reported to the
group.

The impact of representation issues within the
studies, which may have affected the guideline’s
generalizability, were discussed. Specifically, of the 19
studies, only 6 had between 40% and 60% women,
compared with 11 with <40% female participants.
There was also poor reporting on the ethnicity of
included participants. This was of particular concern to
the Work Group because of the increased risk of allo-
purinol hypersensitivity in certain populations, such as
Han Chinese.41 In addition, Controlled trial of slowing
2567



Table 2. Summary of findings table

Outcome Study results and measurements

Absolute effect estimates

Certainty of the Evidence (Quality of evidence) Plain language summaryPlacebo/ Standard of care/ no treatment Urate-lowering therapy

Major cardiovascular events Relative risk: 0.83 (CI 95% 0.63–1.1)
Based on data from 2977 patients in 8

studiesa

Follow up Mean 32 months

113 per 1000 94 per 1000 Moderate
Because of serious risk of biasb

Urate-lowering therapy probably has little or no
difference on major cardiovascular eventsDifference: 19 fewer per 1000 (CI 95% 42 fewer-11 more)

Death Relative risk: 1.06 (CI 95% 0.77–1.48)
Based on data from 3019 patients in 8

studiesc

Follow up Mean 32 months

48 per 1000 51 per 1000 Low
Because of serious risk of bias, Because

of serious imprecisiond

Urate-lowering therapy may have little or no
difference on deathDifference: 3 more per 1000 (CI 95% 11 fewer-23 more)

Kidney failure Relative risk: 0.89 (CI 95% 0.56– 1.41)
Based on data from 2610 patients in 6

studiese

Follow up Mean 37 months

2 per 1000 2 per 1000 Low
Because of serious risk of bias, Because

of serious inconsistencyf

Urate-lowering therapy may have little or no
difference on kidney failureDifference: 0 fewer per 1000 (CI 95% 1 fewer-1 more)

Adverse events Relative risk: 1.03 (CI 95% 0.93–1.14)
Based on data from 3349 patients in 13

studiesg

Follow up Mean 23 months

402 per 1000 414 per 1000 Moderate
Because of serious risk of biash

Urate-lowering therapy probably has little or no
difference on adverse eventsDifference: 12 more per 1000 (CI 95% 28 fewer-56 more)

Annual eGFR Measured by:
Scale: based on data from 3583 patients in

17 studiesi

Follow up Mean 22 months

Mean Mean Low
Because of serious risk of bias, Because

of serious inconsistencyj

Urate-lowering therapy may improve eGFR slightly
Difference: MD 1.37 higher (CI 95% 0.48 higher-2.26 higher)

Systolic blood pressure Measured by:
Scale: based on data from 2185 patients in

12 studiesk

Mean Mean Moderate
Because of serious risk of biasl

Urate-lowering therapy probably improves systolic
blood pressureDifference: MD 3.45 lower (CI 95% 6.10 lower-0.80 lower)

Diastolic blood pressure Measured by:
Scale: based on data from 2185 patients in

12 studiesm

Mean Mean Moderate
Because of serious risk of biasn

Urate-lowering therapy probably improves diastolic
blood pressureDifference: MD 2.02 lower (CI 95% 3.25 lower-0.78 lower)

Proteinuria Measured by:
Scale: based on data from 110 patients in 2

studieso

Mean Mean Low
Because of serious risk of bias, Because

of serious imprecisionp

Urate-lowering therapy may have little or no effect
on proteinuriaDifference: MD 0.10 lower (CI 95% 0.89 lower-0.69 higher)

Urinary albumin excretion ratio Measured by:
Scale: based on data from 682 patients in 2

studiesq

Mean Mean Low
Because of serious risk of bias, Because

of serious imprecisionr

Urate-lowering therapy may have little or no effect
on UAERDifference: MD 1.34 lower (CI 95% 13.93 lower–11.25 higher)

Urinary albumin creatinine ratio Measured by:
Scale: based on data from 514 patients in 3

studiess

Mean Mean Low
Because of serious risk of bias, Because

of serious imprecisiont

Urate-lowering therapy may have little or no effect
on UACRDifference: MD 8.05 lower (CI 95% 29.39 lower–13.30 higher)

Gout Attacks Relative risk: 0.4 (CI 95% 0.17 –0.94)
Based on data from 1074 participants in 6

studies
Follow up Mean 18 months

156 per 1000 62 per 1000 Moderate
Because of serious risk of biasu

Urate-lowering therapy probably decreases gout
attacksDifference: 94 fewer per 1000 (CI 95% 129 fewer–9 fewer)

CI, confidence interval; MD, mean difference.
Population: people with CKD and hyperuricemia.
Intervention: urate-lowering therapy.
Comparator: placebo/standard of care/no treatment.
aSystematic review12 with included studies: FREED Study,39 Mukri,28 PERL,29 Saag et al.,30 Dalbeth et al.,38 CKD-Fix Study,10 FEATHER,40 Goicoechea et al.25 Baseline/comparator Control arm of reference used for intervention.
bRisk of Bias: serious. Inadequate/lack of blinding of participants and personnel, resulting in potential for performance bias, Selective outcome reporting.
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Figure 3. Meta-analysis forest plots of (a) MACE, (b) Death (c) Kidney Failure, (d) Adverse Events. CI, confidence interval; CKD, chronic kidney
disease; CKD-FIX 2020, controlled trial of slowing of kidney disease progression from the inhibition of xanthine oxidase; dr, degrees of freedom;
FEATHER 2018, febuxostat versus placebo randomized controlled trial regarding reduced renal function in patients with hyperuricemia
complicated by chronic kidney disease stage 3; FREED 2019, febuxostat for cerebral and cardiorenovascular events PrEvEntion StuDy; MACE,
major adverse cardiovascular events; PERL, preventing early renal function loss.
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pressure, and diastolic blood pressure, had moderate
certainty of evidence; evidence certainty was down-
graded 1 level for each outcome because of serious risk
of bias. Death, kidney failure, urinary albumin creati-
nine ratio, urinary albumin excretion, and eGFR
change were all downgraded to a low certainty of ev-
idence because of high risk of bias for all outcomes, and
high imprecision from wide confidence intervals or few
events and participants, or high inconsistency because
of high heterogeneity of the included studies.
DISCUSSION

Overall, the completion of an up-to-date guideline on
the role of urate-lowering therapy in people with CKD
took 60 days, consisting of 15 days for synthesizing
and updating the evidence, and 45 days for develop-
ment of the guideline with a Work Group. Traditional
processes for guideline development are generally far
more time consuming;2 CARI Guidelines have tradi-
tionally taken 12 to 18 months to be developed, thus
the time saving benefits were significant.

The methods used for this guideline’s development
were streamlined and time efficient, primarily achieved
through identification of an appropriate systematic
review to be used as the evidence base. For these
methods to be duplicated in the development of further
2570
guidelines, there must be an appropriate review
available to be updated. The review’s search strategy
and inclusion criteria must ensure that all studies
relevant for the guideline’s development have been
captured, and individual data from included random-
ized controlled trials must be reported (i.e., forest
plots). The review utilized for this guideline had
slightly broader population inclusion criteria than
required, because it included studies in any adult
participants (with or without CKD). To account for this,
only studies where at least 66% of participants had
CKD were extracted from the review and used for the
guideline.

For this guideline, the availability of such as recent
review may reduce the time required to update the
literature search, as a search was only required to be
carried out from July 2020 and an appropriate search
strategy was already developed. An older review, with
an appropriate search strategy and inclusion criteria,
could also be used, however more time may need to be
allocated to updating of the literature review.

Data analysis was reduced through utilization of the
meta-analysis conducted by the review’s authors. Po-
tential issues with data transparency were accounted
for by obtaining raw data from the original authors’
meta-analysis for interrogation. Ideally, to further
minimize data extraction, the systematic review’s
Kidney International Reports (2022) 7, 2563–2574
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outcomes should align with those relevant for clinical
decision making. The outcomes explored by Chen
et al.,12 namely kidney failure, cardiovascular disease,
and mortality have been identified as core outcomes for
patients with CKD.42 Any other additional important
outcomes for clinicians or consumers in the Work
Group were extracted from each included study during
the 45-day development process.

This method requires a committed team of con-
sumers and clinicians in the Work Group who are able
to attend regular meetings and review the work over a
45-day period. In addition, literature searching, evi-
dence synthesis, Work Group meeting preparation, and
the guideline’s writing were primarily carried out by
CARI Guidelines staff (IKS and DJT) who need to be
available and able to manage the workload during the
development period.

Recent publications have demonstrated the need for
clinical decision makers to access constantly updated,
critically appraised, and summarized evidence.43 Key is-
sues in historical guideline development, that reduce ac-
cess to evidence have been identified by the Australian
Living Evidence Consortium, and include ineffectiveness
of evidence synthesis methods, and publication over-
load;44 this method of guideline development addresses
these issues. Another new method to improve guideline
development, is Living Evidence and Living Guidelines.
Theseutilizemodern techniques such asmachine learning
and data synthesis to facilitate real-time updating of
literature which maintains evidence-based guidelines.45

This approach has been successfully implemented dur-
ing the COVID-19 global pandemic by the National
COVID-19 Clinical Evidence Taskforce in Australia.
Guidelines were maintained in a rapidly changing land-
scape with a high demand for up-to-date guidelines.46

Living methods are particularly useful in clinical areas
with ongoing developmentwhere ongoing change to best
practice may be expected. The decision was made to not
make this a living guideline because major developments
from upcoming publication or ongoing studies were not
expected. Currently, to our knowledge CARI has been the
only group to produce a living guideline in kidney dis-
ease.47 For this living guideline, a Cochrane systematic
reviewwas updated,48which took at least 3months and is
currently undergoing editorial processes before publica-
tion. The approach of updating a recently published re-
view, may decrease inefficiencies in evidence synthesis
processes and improve the updating of clinical practice
guidelines on management of kidney disease in near-real
time. This method may be implemented and adapted for
the production of future living guidelines.

This improved method of guideline development has
the potential to allow for accurate kidney disease
guidelines to be produced rapidly. Furthermore, of
Kidney International Reports (2022) 7, 2563–2574
importance is the accessibility of these guidelines, and
to facilitate and encourage shared decision making, an
effective guideline should be easily accessible for cli-
nicians and consumers. To achieve this, this guideline
is fully accessible and available online through Magi-
cApp, a web-based collaborative platform. In addition
to consumer summaries of the guidelines, content are
planned to be developed in partnership with people
with lived experience of kidney disease.

The translation of new research findings into clinical
practice is of key importance to improving how we
provide quality patient care. Being able to integrate new
research rapidly and accurately into guidelines maxi-
mizes its utility to informclinical practice. This guideline
on urate-lowering therapies in CKD was able to be
updated with current evidence and the results of new
clinical trials within 60 days. Further, more substantial
trials with large populations and longer durations are
needed to substantiate the certainty of evidence of urate-
lowering therapy in CKD management.

Although the method used for this guideline’s
development has limitations and may not always be
applicable, it demonstrates the ability to rapidly update
guidelines making trials results easily accessible.
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